PRISM Cleanroom Off-Campus (Academic) Price Schedule for FY 19 (July 1, ‘18 to June 30, ‘19)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Service Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Full Access rate (incl. cleanroom, packaging, soft mat.)</td>
<td>$220/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Packaging Lab or Soft Materials Lab limited access fee</td>
<td>$110/day</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staff Support (extended training, service requests)</td>
<td>$130/hr</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Off-campus rates are intended to encourage use and collaboration by academic researchers while recognizing the extremely significant subsidizing activity of the PRISM and Princeton University spawning academic and research collaborations across institutions.

The Fine Print

- The researcher’s home institution is responsible for all medical costs associated with injury, chemical exposure or transport to emergency facilities. All incidents must be reported immediately.
- Lab users and their institutions/organizations are responsible for any damage to equipment and/or harm to others (unintentional or otherwise) and will result in claims against such individuals, their institutions/organizations and insurance carriers, as well as reasonable related fees and charges. Intentional abuse is grounds for immediate removal from the cleanroom and permanent suspension of all privileges without refund or recourse.
- A PO (to Princeton Institute for the Science and Technology of Materials) covering the set-up fee and any NTE value, along with the term of activity, is required to be issued before tool training and use can commence. (Safety and orientation training can run in parallel to PO preparation.) Payment is due within 30 days of invoice. When total charges exceed NTE the PO must be renewed.
- Billing for “Full Access” or “Limited Access” depends on enrollment choices and not on use patterns.
- Under no circumstance will the lab user bring into the lab any material for any use (substrate, target, chemical, etc.) without first acquiring explicit authorization from PRISM Cleanroom staff, in writing.
- Princeton University PRISM agrees to use reasonable efforts in providing the cleanroom services.
- Applicants acknowledge and agree that PRISM does not guarantee any outcomes expected by the applicant, and the organization or institution shall pay for any daily or hourly charges incurred as well as any services performed as a result of access to or use of the PRISM Cleanroom resources.
- Applicant agrees to provide citations of published works that used the PRISM Cleanroom and agrees to acknowledge the facility in those works as: “This research made use of the PRISM Cleanroom at Princeton University”, or similar language. Acknowledgment of support from specific staff or collaborators is also appreciated.

Access to the PRISM Cleanroom

- The PRISM cleanroom is H5 “High Hazard” facility requiring special tool training and safety protocol
- Off-campus users are restricted to normally staffed business days (M-F) 8am – 8pm

Fees supplementary to the Price Schedule:

Set-up/Enrollment Fee: $650 per applicant is non-refundable. New applicants must complete EH&S laboratory safety training, the PRISM Cleanroom safety web quiz and the orientation sessions before gaining access to the facility. $400 of this Enrollment Fee will be credited against lab use in the first 90 days after successful completion of broad-scope training performed on generic samples. Use of the customer’s sample in application training constitutes assisted use and both tool time and Staff Support charges may apply.

Expedite Fee: $400, requires PI approval. This nonrefundable fee (not a deposit) applies when individual training/orientation is requested ahead of the regular schedule or to expedite administrative processes.

Service Contract Tools and Precious Materials (per use)

- EBL may be charged at 15/hr (in addition to the daily rate)
- Precious materials will charged by amount used (market rate + F&A)